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HTHE MARINE ZOOLOGIST"
VOL. 1. No.2

(Incorporated with the Proceedings of the Royal Zoological Society of
New South Wale3, 1952-53) *

Additions to the N.S.W. Check List
(Plate I, figs. 1-5,7 and 9)

This year the Conchology Club of the Marine Zoological Section
has undertaken a review of the N.S.W. Gastropod List, which will be
duplicated for our own use only. In the course of this work it became
clear that memberls had in their collections species not previously
recorded from this State.

These will be verified, recorded in subsequent issues of this' paper,
and specimens will be handed to the Australian Museum, so that they
will be available to future students of the subject.

In this issue I would like to record the following Ispecies:
Elegidion ticaonica Reeve (Plate 1, figs. 7, a, b). This was found

by myself at Angourie, near Yamba. It is a finely latticed white shell
about 10mm. by 7mm. The steeply raised apex is s~ightly towards one
end, and the orifice is very small, shaped like a circle with an oval
extension towards each end.

Bivona r.0nstrictor Morch (PI. 1, fig. 9). This shell was recorded
by Hedley (Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. 1913) as from Northern Australia.
It has been found by Me~lsrs. C. & J. Laseron in Port Jackson.

M onila anaxeres Kiener (PI. 1, fig. 1). I have this shell from
Angourie and Iluka, near the Clarence River, and Mr. Laseron has it
from Woolgoolga. It is rarely much over i inch long, with white
pustules on a darker ground. Sometimes it shows distinct bands of
chocolate or black between rows of white nodules. .

Morula biconica Blain. (PI. 1, fig. 2). Was taken alive by me at
Ballina. I also have it from Iluka. The mouth is extended to a point
at the anterior end. The shell is 13mm. in length, almost diamond
shape with sharply conical apex. It is ridged longitudinally, ridges
being crossed by fine Istriae. Colour in life is dull greyish, with bluish
purple mouth.

Morula margariticola Brod. (PI. 1, fig. 3). Found by myself at
Angourie and Iluka, and by Mr. Laseron at Woolgoolga. It grows to a
larger size than the specimen figured (12mm. by 9mm.) and is a
uniform black with a purplish mouth.

Morula ochrostoma Blain. (PI. 1, fig. 4) is a uniform white colour,
longitudinal ridges bear prominent tubercles where they cross finer
transverse striae. Aperture white or yellowish. The length ils ~ inch.
My specimens are from Woody Head, Iluka.

Morula ~£va Bolten (PI. 1, fig. 5). Mr. Laseron has specimens of
this shell from Woolgoolga, and I have one from Iluka a:so. M. uva
is white with rows of dark tuberc:es which are separated by a single
spiral ridge. The mouth is a light violet, strongly denticulated.
15mm. by 9mm.

Other shells will be added in later issues of this paper, when we
have had time to study or identify them. I feel that in undertaking
this work our members are making a real contribution towards
scientific progress in zoology.

GERTRUDE THORNLEY,
(Sub-Editor) .

* Volume I, No. 1 o·f "The Marine Zoologist" appeared with the Proceedings of the
Royal Zoological Society of New South ~ales 1951-52, published November 5, 1952;
volume I, No.2, here presented, was pubhshed May 24, 1954.
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Some Helmet-Shells (Cassididae) From My
Collection

(Plate 1, figs. 6 and 8)
By GERTRUDE THORNLEY

Two years ago I received from Mrs. Lowery of TUI,lcurry a remark
able Helmet Shell which she had picked up on Tuncurry Beach after
a gale. When I showed it to Mr. Tom Iredale he immediately identified
it als Oasmaria perryi Ire. (PI. 1, fig. 8) which he had discovered in the
Kermadec Islands. We immediately compared it with his figure in the
Proceedings of the Malacological Soc. of London (x, 1912, p. 227, pl.'
ix, fig. 17) and confirmed this identification. The one before me is
therefore the first specimen of this shell yet to be found in Australia.

It· is a glossy yellow shell H inches long by' i inch wide, with a
blunt apex. It has five adult whorls, mottl~d with chestnut at the
sutures, with four bands of square light brown spots on the body whorl.
The columellar and lip are white. Compared with O. vibex or O.
erinacea, its nearest relations in Australia, this lip is only slightly
thickened, not extended as they are into a heavy fold. The interior is
light brown.

While at Eden, I collected a specimen, trawled off Tathra in 10
fathoms, .of Antephalium semigranosum Lam. so this species may also
be added to the N.S.W. Check Lilst. It has so often been illustrated
and is so well known, that I do not include a figure here.

From Mr. Knight of Sinclair Bay, Gloucester Island, near Bowen,
Queensland, I received a fine shell which differs on sight from
Xenogalea angasi Iredale (Rec. Aust. Mus. Vol. XV, No.5, 1927, p. 350,
pI. xxxii, fig. 15) of which it is a sub-species.

I describe it here as folloW's:-

Xenogalea angasi knighti, sub-species nov.

(PI. 1, fig. 6)

Shell small, roundly ovate, thin, spire acuminate, and slightly
shorter than that of angasi; mouth ovate; a protoconch of two and a
half whorls; four adult whorls, the first two cancellate, less heavily so
than angasi, and more rounded; on penultimate whorl are three fine
ridges, the lowest hardly to be seen even with a glass. The body whorl
is smooth and more rounded than that of angasi.

Colour a pale pink with a few slight brown blotches at the suture
on the body whorl, yellow on back of recurved edge.

The canal and columellar are like that of angasi, with the charac
teristic double twist wrirnkled throughout.

The shell differs in colour, and it is more rounded and not shoul
dered while it is smoother everywhere, and the ridging and cancellation
of the upper whorls are less prominent:

The operculum ils narrowly fan shaped, pale horn coloured and
translucent. DIMENSIONS: L. 40mm., B. 25mm.·

HABITAT. "Sandy fiats exposed to strong tidal currents, and only
uncovered by a minus tide, Gloucest~r Passage. "The animal," Mr.
Knight says, "is similar to that of Phalium glaucum. It burrows
deeply (4in. to 6in.) and is seldom found dead." I must thank Mr.
Knight warmly for the above data, and for the specimens he hws made
available to me. It is indeed providential that so keen and observant a
collector shou~d be living in such an interesting place, and I hope that
further species may be found there. The holotype will be presented to
the Australian Museum, also specimens of the other shells mentioned
in this article. I would like to thank Mrls. Lowery, who has sent me
many fine shells from Tuncurry, and Mr. Iredale for the help he so
freely extends at all times.
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Explanation of Plate I

Gastropod Shells from New South Wales and Queensland.
1. Morula anaxeres.
2. Morula biconica.
3. Morula margariticola.
4. Morula ochrostoma.
5. Morula uva.
6. Xenogalea angasi knighti.
7. Elegidion ticaonica.
8. Casmaria perryi.
9. Bivona constrictor.

G. Thornley del.

Albinism in Volutes
(Plate II)

By NATASHA JACKSON

Melo amphora knighti, subsp. nov.
Lalst year I was able to send a specimen of Livonia mamilla

leucostoma Mayblom to my friend, Mr. Charles Knight, Sinclair Bay,
Gloucester Is., near Bowen.

He was delighted and wrote a letter of appreciation, adding cryp
tically, that he hoped one day to be able to reciprocate in a like
manner.

I was mystified at the time, but this year he sent along two
specimens of Melo amphora which had the same marked albino
characteristics distinguishing Livonia mamilla leucostoma.

Hence, if Livonia mamilla letwostoma Maybloom, Umbilia hesitata
howelli Iredale and Zoila thersites contraria Verco, have been given
sub-specific rank, I think that the albino of Melo amphora (Solander)
which exhibits similar differential features may also. be given sub
specific rank.

Mr. Knight was also good enough to provide very interesting data
concerning this shell. He writes:

"I do not know of any specimens other than those collected by me.
Habitat:

All specimens taken, have been found early in the collect
ing Iseason, i.e. May-June,· in sandy recesses of coral reefs, at the
extreme edge of the tide or even beyond, at low Ispring tides that would
give an approximate depth of 12 to 18 feet below water.

The reef here dips sharply at a little distance beyond low water,
to a depth of about 7 fathoms.

This would suggest that, unlike the ordinary M elo amphora, which
can be gathered all the year round, on sandy or muddy-sandy, weed
covered flats, in comparatively shallow water, 6 feet or less, the "white"
Melo is a deep water variety that gets caught unawares by the first
low tidelS and then retreats into deeper water. All specimens taken
by me have followed this pattern, and all have been taken from the
fringing reef in Gloucester Passage, on the eastern side of Cape
Gloucester.
Animal:

I have not been able to find any difference in the animal from that
of the usual Melo amphora. It is not until the removal of the animal
commences that one realises that one has found a "white" one.
Incidence:

Over a period of eight years, during which I have systematically
worked Cape Gloucester'ls beach, flats, banks and reefs,I have only
found four live specimens, and never more than one in any year until
this year, when I found the two now in your possession.
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Plate II

1.

2.

Explanation of Plate II
1. Melo amphora knighti.
2. Ericusa sowerbyi porcellana.

G. Thornley del.

General:
All specimens of the "white" one came from an area of less than

half a mile in length, where there is an unusually steep decline in the
sea bed.

I think that it would be reasonable to deduce that it is by nature
a deep water species, seldom found in shallow water or on exposed
reefs."

The new Melo differs greatly from the usual form, being much
more roundly ovate and more sharply angled anteriorly.

Both of my specimens are half crowned, the spikes becoming
obsolete at an early age.

However, perhaps the most obvious and striking characteristic, is
the china whitenelss of the interior which extends over the whole of
the inner lip. This a.lbinism is also marked on the inner edges of the
columella and the plaits, which, like those of the ordinary amphora,
are three in number. This white glaze becomes thicker with age.

The columella near the canal, is more excavated than in the usual
Melo, giving a recurved appearance.

The protoconch also shows a degree of albinism, and, especially
in the older specimen, ils depressed below the crown, the succeeding
whorli completely hiding it.
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The back of the shell is very like that of the ordinary shell but the
patterning is in distinct bands with large patches of white or near
white.

The shell of the albino is much thinner than that of the usual
amphora with the natural result that it is much lighter in weight.

This shell can attain a length of 15~in. and a breadth of 10~in.

I have great pleasure in naming the new shell Melo amphoTa,
Isub-species knighti, after Mr. Knight who first found it and who .has
helped so many collectors, not only in securing specimens of shells for
their collections, but also to widen their knowledge of ecology by
sharing with them his intelligent observations.

Ericusa sowerbyi porcelZana, subsp. nov.

In August of last year (1952) I obtained a number of Ericusa
sowerbyi (Kiener) from a trawler operating in the vicinity of Gabo
Island.

To my surprise, one of these proved also to be an albino.
I have had a great number of Ericusa sowerbyi myself and have

seen very many more belonging to other people but this was the first
"white" one.

The animal was not different from that of the usual type.
The shell itself WaJS of the short rounded Tasmanian kind, 'rather

than the elongated N.S.W. form called by Iredale Ericusa sowerbyi
perspecta.

Again, the most striking characteristic is the interior of the shell
which is of porcellanous white, as also is the columella.

The albinism extends to a considerable portion of the body whQrl
underneath.

Like Livonia mamilla leucostoma Mayblom, this shell has a
striking apex. While it is not of the same dazzling whiteness as the
interior, yet it is so markedly light in colour as to strike the eye
immediately.

There is no lightness in weight. In fact, rather the reverse is
the case, as its lip is somewhat thickened. However, this may be due
to other reasons, Isuch as a slight injury to the young shell. Or again,
it may be due to the age of the shell, which is fully adult and may be
approaching senility.

I tllink an appropriate name for this shell is Ericusa sowerbyi,
sub-Ispecies porcelZa1ta.

I wish to acknowledge with gratitude the invaluable help I
received from Mr. Charles F. Knight and Miss Gertrude Thornley
who drew the plate for thili! article and helped me with her advice.

New Shells for New South Wales
By LEE WOOLACOTT

(Plate III)

Superfamily MURICACEA
Family THAIDIDAE
Genus RHOMBOTHAIS, gen. nov.
Genotype, Rhombothais arbutum, sp. nov.

Shell small, body whorl large, inflated and proportionally about
two-thirds of total height, and well angled at the periphery. Columella
smooth with a small longitudinal umbilical pit and a narrow, coarsely
scaled flange -eurving to base. Sculpture of numerous small, !spiral ribs
bearing. small, irregular and flattened scales. The interstices are
moderate1y deep and narrower than the ribs. There are several
medium-sized nodules on the periphery of each whorl. A smooth, sub-
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globose protoconch of one and a half whorls.· Operculum' horny, sub
ovate, with a lateral nucleus and of a golden-brown colour. Short,
half-open, reflected canal.

The !shell here described cannot be confused with Schumacher's
genus, Rapana, which is a large, three to five inch shell, with a very
low spire and a large, flared, lamellose flange at the base of the
columella. It differs too widely from Swainson's Latiaxis (e.g. Latiaxis
mau;;ae, Grey) to need comparison here. Further, as the shell under
consideration is not a coral dweller, but lives in and among algae on
a rocky shore between tides, it ils obvious that it cannot belong to the
genus Coralliophila of H. and A. Adams which contains coral-living
moluscs whose form shows adaptation to their particular environment.
ment.

Rhombothais arbutum, sp. nov. Figs. 1-2.
Shell small, 15mm. x llmm., the body whorl "being two-t;h.irds of

height. The shell consists of four whoJ'lls and a smooth, sub-globose
protoconch of one and a half whorls. Sculpture of numerous close-set
spiral ribs with narrow, moderately deep interstices, the ribs bearing
somewhat obsolete scales which are more lamellose in some juvenile
\Specimens. The periphery of each whorl is markedly angled and bears
about seven medium-sized nodules. Columella smooth, with a small
umbilical chink and a narrow, poorly laminated flange curving to base.
Mouth medium, subovate. Outer lip simple, crenulated by the ribs.

Plate III

3

2 ~.••:.•.•'.'.'.••..••'.-.•.•...~.•:•......"...•.•.:.•..•...•......•....~ .

~
4

Explanation of Plate III
1-2. Rhombothais arbutum, gen. et sp. nov.
1. Adult !shell x 4.
2. Operculum x 4.
3-5. Solec'urtus leone, sp. nov.
3. Exterior view of right valve. Natural size.
4. Interior view of right valve. Natural siz€l.
5. Hinge teeth of right valve, tilted x 2

L. Woolacott del.
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Very short, half-open can~i slightly reflected. Colour is from yellow to
deep apricot-pink.

Location. Angourie, about three and a half miles south of the
Clarence River Heads, N.S.W., November, 1942'. Type now in the
Australian Museum.

The shells were found living in crevices and on rock surfaces,
under thick algae, and on lifting the fronds carefully, as one does
strawberry leaves to find the fruit, these dainty, pink shells were
di'scovered; hence the specific name, arbutum, the wild IStrawberry.

Superfamily SOLENACEA
Family GARIIDAE
Genus Eolecurtus Blainville, 1824.
Eolecurtus leone, sp. nov. Figs. 3-5.

Shell medium size, 44mm. x 18mm., inequilateral, equivalve, both
ends gaping. Sculpture of about thirty oblique, diverging flattened
ridges, and strong accremental striae which divide the shell into
numerous uneven growth stages externally, and showing as faintly
rounded ridges internally. Each valve has a triangular medial depres
sion externally which is strengthened internally by two radiating
processes of slightly thickened Ishell. External ligament of very dark
brown, attached to a slight shelly projection of the dorsal margin. In
the right valve are two curved cardinal teeth, the posterior one being
flattened (partly broken in type specimen), and in the left valve, one
cardinal and one short lateral tooth. Umbones approximate, somewhat
flat and sharp. Periostracum slightly wrinkled and of a dull, straw
colour. The shell is white. with faint yeEow in the umbonal region.

Location. From off Brush Iisland, fifteen miles south of Ulladulla,
N.S.W.; 40-45 fathoms. They have also been taken at Eden and Port
Stephens. Type in the Australian Museum.

At a line drawn from the umbones to a little above the junction of
the posterior and ventral margins, the oblique ridges diverge, and
those which curve towards the anterior end fall short, leaving a smooth,
triangular area. It shows close affinity with the fossil Ishell, Eolecurtus
legrandi, Ten. Woods, from Table Bay, Tasmania (probably Miocene),
but differs in that it has one end smooth, legrancli being smooth both
anteriorly and posteriorly; in being slightly larger, and having the
oblique ridges continuous, and not disconnected by the accremental
striae as in legrandi. The northern shell, E6lecurtus deshayesii Dunker,
is also a white shell of similar facies, but averages twenty-six ribs on a
larger shell, and the point of divergence of the ridges is quite different,
being pushed up very near the dorsal margin.

The new species is named in honour of Mns. Leone Harford,
honorary secretary of the Royal Zoological Society of New South Wales.

In conClusion, I wish to express my gratitude to Miss Elizabeth
Pope, without whose untiring assistance and encouragement this article
would never have been attempted, to Mr. T. Iredale who assisted in
waylS too varied to enumerate, to Miss G. Thornley and to Mrs. R.
Kerslake.
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Aberrant Cowries of the Keppel Islands, Queensland
By J. A. KERSLAKE

The strange aberrations of ~any species of New Caledonian cowries
have been well known since the beginning of this century when
Dautzenberg recorded them in J01trn. de Oonch., Vol. 50, 1902 and V:0l.
54, 1906. They may be described briefly as elongations of the IShel~ WIth
beaked extremities accompanied by more or less complete melamsm.

As yet no satisfying explanation of the cause has been advanced.
Ros'siter working in Noumea at the time of the above publication,
attribut~d it to an excess of calcareous matter in the animal's food,
but as normal specimens were present in the same areas, Dautzenberg
rejected this theory. Montrouzier, an earlier conchologist of New
Caledonia, wrote, in 1875, that he thought the rostration was due to
disease, as the dorsal area of most specimens. in this category showed
scars.

It is possible that in the future Australian workers may be able to
solve this puzzle, as aberrant cowries, showing the same malformations
and melanism as those of New Caledonia, are now being found on
islands off the Queensland coast. Iredale, in The Australian Zoologist,
Vol. IX, pt. 3, Dec., 1939, p. 319, mentions their occurrence in the
Capricorn Group and they can now be recorded ftom the Keppel
Islands, a few miles off the Queensland coast at Yeppoon.

Curiously, though probably without significance, these three loca
tions, Noumea, N.C., the Capricorn Group and the Keppel Islands, are
approximately on the same degree of latitude, the Tropic of Capricorn.

Descriptions of aberrant cowries from the Keppel Islands are as
follows:
Arabica arabica (Linne). (Syst. Nat. xth ed., p. 718, Jan. 1.)

A specimen found at Corroboree Island differs little in form from
normal ones from these islands. Length 60mm., breadth 38mm., height
38mm. Base slightly flatter than usual, but with normal colouring
extending about 10mm. up the sides. Back covered by a dark brown,
almost black, glaze completely obscuring the normal pattern except
where it meets the edges of the pale basal glaze.
Monetaria annulus (Linne). (Syst. Nat., xth ed., p. 723, Jan. 1.)

From North Keppel Iisland. Length 38mm.\ breadth 18mm.; general
shape distorted; colour of back normal except for three small splashes
of orange; extremities very elongated; teeth normal.
Etaphylea staphylea descripta Iredale. (Aust. Zoologist, Vol. 8, pt. 2,

1935, p. 119.)
From North Keppel Island. Length 26mm. Ends are beaked and

their normal brown stain spreads more than usual to the back of the
shell. Base, dark brown with lSomewhat twisted appearance, but teeth
strong and normal. Back of shell pale beige colour; pustules not
prominent.
Purperosa facifer Iredale. (Aust. Zoologist, Vol. 8, pt. 2, 1935, p. 119.)

From Pumpkin Island. Shell narrower than usual and slightly
distorted on one side. Ends slightly beaked and twisted, dark brown.
Teeth imperfect and dark brown.
Paulonaria macula Angas. (Proc. Zool. Soc. (Lond.) 1867, p. 206.)

From North Keppel Island. Length 24mm., breadth 11mm., height
9mm. Extremiti81S dark brown and greatly elongated into beaks. Back
pale blue but intensely speckled and blotched with brown. Base
yellowish, with teeth twisted and distorted. Other specimens have
been found showing less markedly the malformations and melanism.
Erronea nimiserrans Iredale. (Aust. Zoologist, Vol. 8, pt.. 2, 1935,

p. 130.)
This species, formerly known as "errones" Linne, is very variable

in size in normal specimens found at North Keppel Island, and appears
to range from about 19mm. to 34mm. in length.
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Aberrant forms available range from 19mm. to 29mm. in length,
but in other respects follow the same divergence as the shell described
as follows from North Keppel Island; Length 28mm., breadth 15mm.,
height 12mm. Back covered with a dark brown glaze extending well
down on to the posterior and anteri,or ends which are slightly elon
gated. Base, cream, extending up side of the shell about 6mm. Form
of base flattened and distorted; teeth weaker than in normal shell and
flattened on the outer lip.

I am indebted to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bowman of Yeppoon for their
help and generosity in sending me the species described above.

Sexual Dimorphism in Strombus auris-dianae Linne
By JOHN LASERON

At a meeting of our shell club I exhibited three pairs, male and
female, of the beautiful stromb, Strombus auris-dianae Linne, obtained
on a recent vilsit to Bowen, Queensland. These were collected by Mr.
Charles Knight of Bowen, who found them mating in March or April
of 1952, a fact which it is believed has never before been published.
Their habitat in this area is on the sand flats at Dingo Beach where
they are found at night time fairly commonly singly crawling at dead
low tide entirely out of the water. Mating couples are, however, rarely
seen. An interesting feature is that, while the species as a whole is
very variable in colour, the mating pairs match each other very
closely. The female ils much the larger of the two, measurements of
one pair being, the female 3.3 inches in length, the male only 2.1 inches.

Shell Collecting - Further Afield
By FRANK MCCAMLEY

Yes! Just about 1700 miles further afield than our local collecting
grounds. Locality-Fiji. July, 1952.

Enquiries made before venturing on this "search" led me to believe
that collecting around the shores of the Capital, Suva, was poor, and
that the 'south cOaJst of 'this small island was of far greater interest,
from a collector'ls point of view.

However, practical experience has taught me that the mud flats in
Suva Harbour yield many interesting species at the low tide. Conversa
tion with a local shell-dealer leads me to believe that I was most
fortunate to. collect alive in this Harbour, a specimen of Cypraea mappa
-a feat WhICh, according to him, was impossible, as it had never been
found there before.

. Very plentiful too were specimens of Spondylus ducalis, Pecten
latwostatus, m~ny varieties of Conus-six varieties of which are quite
new to me, bIvalves, Vasum, Thais, Cymati1t?1t and in astonishing
numbers, all over the island, three varietielS of Cypraea moneta.

Further around the Harbour, in Walu Bay at the suburb of Lami
I. collected alive, perfect and beautiful specimens of Strombus auris:
dwnae: Murex terniS1Jina, Murex adusta, Cy?1wti1tm aq1wtile and
Cymat1,um rubecula. In addition, a large specimen of Bursa ponderosa,
but so badly encrusted with parasites and lime corrosion that I decided
to leave it undisturbed.

After the first week I proceeded to the "Collector'ls Paradise" and
quite agree it might be so, if one were able to explore the out~r and
d~eper side of the reef, which stretches from Korolevu to Cuvu (a
dlstanc.e of some 35 miles), and on which one can walk out at low tide
~or a dI~tance of approximately half a mile. On this reef I found many
llltere~tl1:g species, including new Cowriels, of which there are listed
60 vanetIes (S.A. Museum Records, Steadman & Cotton).
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Here, too, were varieties of Conus and Thais, but these were firmly
embedded in coral and on release with an iron, spike were found to be
of no value as they were badly corroded.

The shores of Sovi Bay, along this reef, must, after a storm, be a
collector's dream. Many Ispecies are found washed on to the shore,
including Strombs, Cymatiums, Cypraea, Olivella, Distortio, Mitres,
bivalves, Conus and others.

Interesting indeed was the animal of Conus textilis with its red
white and blue tail, and the animal of a small dark grey Cypraea,
which was a beautiful scarlet.

The animal of most of these shellis is eaten by the Fijian native.
To mention a few, CY1Jraea tigris, pterocera lambis, Clams, bivalves
and Vasum, and many a very beautiful shell I saw smashed to pieces
on the shore.

Later, on a cruise of the Asawa Islands, I found, als is to be
expected, that C. tigris (Bulla Bulla), abounded everywhere, but no
where On my travels have I seen such perfect specimens of C. mauri
tiana. On thsse islands, too, in numbers, were Turbo petholatus,
Nautilus pompilius, Pecten pallium and Charonia tritonis. Bad weather,
however, prevented me from searching too long and diligently, but on
Paradise Reef I noted the small flat coral flowers actually growing on
a green weedlike plant.

One, of course, does not speak of Fiji without mentioning its own
particular shell Cypraea aurantia, and though I was unable to collect
these personally-their main habitat being the Lau Group-I wws
indeed fortunate to procure a pair of really beautiful specimens.

Homeward bound at New Caledonia, I also procured specimens of
Purpura persica and Terebellum terebellurn, but as my stay at Noumea
was merely overnight, this was better than nothing.

Time and space will not permit me to write more of this Tropic
Isle and collecting thereon, but the joy and pleasure derived by me on
this vacation leads me to Isay, if possible, "go thou and do likewise."

Book Reviews
"Copenhagen Decisions on Zoological Nomenclature," London, December

1953. (International Trust for Zoological Nomenclature, 41 Queen's
Gate, London, S.W.7. Price, Five Shillings stg.), pp. i-xxix -+
1-135, 2 pIs.
This is an indispensable work of interim reference for zoologists,

in particular research workers and systematists and students about to
embark on zoological research. It embodies the Decisions on Zoological
Nomenclature taken by the Fourteenth International Congress of
Zoology at Copenhagen, 1953, and covers the conclusions reached by the
International Colloquium of Zoological Nomenclature as to additions
to and modifications of the Regles Internationales de la Nomenclature
Zoologique. The International Trust for Zoological Nomenclature met
in Copenhagen during the week preceding the opening of the Four
teenth International Congress of Zoology (1953) to consider in detail
the problems of zoological nomenclature. Invitations were issued by
the International Trust to leading institutions, learned societies and
other bodies to appoint their representatives to the colloquium: in
addition, a number of personal invitations were issued. The reviewer
had the honour of receiving a personal invitation as the Australian
representative at the colloquium, the Australian representative, Dr. J.
Pearson of Hobart, being unable to attend. '
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Only those present at the colloquium could be aware of the
tremendous amount of nomenclature problems considered and the
detailed work that was' covered, culminating in a unanimous Report to
the Congress for adoption. Zoologists as a whole are greatly indebted
to the colloquium and in particular those closely connected with the
ultimate, and extraordinarily speedy, publication within a few months
of the colloquium of the Decisions on Zoological Nomenclature. It iu
in effect the only source from which specialists will be able to obtain
particulars of decisions taken at Copenhagen. It is nevertheless
intended that the above mentioned revised Regles will be published as
rapidly as possible. Through the present publication and the proposed
revised Regles, the taxonomic headaches that have so disturbed inter
national zoologists will be dispelled.

In view of her presence at the colloquium and her understanding
of the long and exacting hours spent by the Chairman, Mr. Francis
Hemming, C.M.G., C.B.E., and his very willing band of· helpers, in
discussions, preparation, and collation of documents, etc., the reviewer
would be remiss if she did not take this opportunity to extend her
congratulations to them on the splendid results 'of the colloquium as
indicated in this Report.

JOYCE ALLAN.

"Shells of the Malaysian Seas." De Spieghel Publishing Co., Amsterdam,
Holland.

This volume is an "art" publication and consists of 64 plates, each
approx. 8! x 6~, photographed by Mr. Paul Bessem with 16 pages of
text by Mrs. W. S. S. van Benthem Jutting.

Although a full page i!s usually allotted to each shell illustration
the subject matter seldom exceeds 5 lines. The shells have been photo
graphed from their most artistic angle, but unfortunately this quite
often shows an unfamiliar shape or ignores the peculiarity which
makes the specimen distinct to the zoologilst.

While to the amateur shell enthusiasts it is a beautiful addition to
the library and for the photographer it is a splendid collection of shell
studies, for scientific study the information is too vague-coloration,
range of size, ecology and area of distribution are inadequately dealt
with.

L. HARFORD.
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